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Evening Star

Use 100% cotton fabric and 1/4” seams
Please prewash your fabric so the colors
don’t bleed.
Colors
Any red print or solid
Light gray solid or gray with white
Golden yellows solid or print
You can choose to make your blocks scrappy by using
different reds and yellows but use all the same grays in
your blocks.
Cut
Red
four 3-7/8” squares cut diagonally to equal 8 triangles
One 1-1/2” x 13” strip or eight 1-1/2” squares
Golden yellow
Four 2-1/2” squares
Light Gray
One 7-3/16” square cute diagonally both ways to give
you four triangles.
Four 3-1/2” squares
One 1-1/2” x 13” strip or eight 1-1/2” squares
One 2-1/2” square
Construction
1. Sew each 1-1/2” square of gray to one of red. Or
sew red and gray 1-1/2”strips together and press seams
to the red. Cut sections into 1-1/2”

12 1/2” unfinished
4. Sew one yellow 2-1/2” square to each
side of the gray 2-1/2” square. Then sew
unit from step (3) to each side of the unit.
See diagram. Again pay attention to the
placement of the red squares.
Set aside.
5. Join each red triangle to one edge of
the gray triangles.
Make Four
6. Sew a 2-1/2” square to each side of two of the previous
sections as pictured.
Make Two

1-1/2” cuts
2. Sew two sections together, repeat to make four
units pictured.
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7. First join sections from step (5) to each side of center
block then join sides from step (6) together as pictured.
12-1/2” unfinished block

Make Four
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3. Sew one unit from step 2. To each side of a 2-1/2”
golden yellow square, paying attention to make sure
the red square is as pictured next to the golden yellow.
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Make Two

